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Material × Laser 

new function



Three examples

Floquet topological states

Ultrafast spintronics

Heterodye Hall effect



1.  Floquet topological insulator

TO, Aoki ’09

Lindner, Rafael, Galitsky ‘11

Kitagawa, TO, Fu, Brataas, Demler ‘11

Multiband system (graphene)   × Circularly polarized Laser 

Control of topology (Chern number)



2.  Ultrafast spintronics

THz  magnetization and spin current

Takayoshi, Aoki, TO, PRB2014

Takayoshi, Sato, TO, PRB2014

Sato, Takayoshi, TO, ‘16

Quantum magnets   × Circularly polarized Laser 



http://jeroenvanhonk.com/

Bucciantini, TO, to submit

Charged particles   × Oscillating magnetic fields

Heterodyning Hall Effect

3: Heterodyne Hall Effect: Quantization of a Snake State



Light matter coupling

8

Periodically driven system



time periodic system

~ absorption of m “photons”

e: Floquet quasi-energy

Floquet Hamiltonian  (static eigenvalue problem)

comes from the term

9

Floquet theory basics (1/3)  

Use Fourier transformation



Time-periodic quantum system Floquet theory (exact)

two states + periodic driving

Floquet theory

n-photon dressed state

effective theory= ~

Hilbert sp. size 
= original system

projection to the original 
Hilbert space

Floquet side bands

Floquet theory basics (2/4)

Heff
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Floquet-Magnus expansion  (stroboscopic dynamics)

Floquet theory basics (3/3)  
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* This expansion is divergent in many-body states



honeycomb + circularly polarized light Haldane’s Model of QHE without LL (1988)

local magnetic field f

AB-level offset m

n. hopping + n. hopping = n.n. hopping with phase p/2

applied to honeycomb lattice
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1-st order

TO, Aoki ’09

Kitagawa, TO, Fu, Brataas, Demler ’11

Jotzu et al. (ETH), Nature ‘141st order

Floquet topological insulator
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Non-equilibrium Kubo formula for photo-induced transport

Floquet’s quasi-energy

occupation fraction

inner product = time average 

Large                small 

Floquet TKNN formula

TO, Aoki 2009
Torres-Kunold PRB ’05 

for microwave-assisted zero-resistance states 

two time formalism

TO, Aoki 2009



Berry`s curvature

Peaks at the Dirac cone

K

Floquet states

F=0.1

Photo-induced Berry curvature (Chern density)
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Photo-induced Berry curvature

TO, Aoki 2009



Ganichev’s group (graphene)

Karch et al. PRL ‘11

Laser induced chiral edge current

Karch et al. PRL ‘10

Laser induced Hall effect

Esslinger’s group (optical lattice)

Drift measurement

Jotzu et al. (ETH), Nature ‘14

Gedik’s group (TI surface state)

Wang et al. Science ‘13

Haldane model

TO, Aoki ’09

and others…



Circularly polarized laser

magnetization

vector chirality

scalar chirality

and spin current

Floquet TI

Control of Chirality 

magnets

Chern number

(axial vector field 

in Floquet Weyl semimetal)

2.  Ultrafast spintronics

key idea

Chirality 
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review: Tokura, Seki, Nagaosa, Rep. Prog. Phys. ‘14

magneto-optical coupling in multiferroics

2.  Ultrafast spintronics in multiferroics



Application to multiferroic quantum magnets

Zeeman magneto-optical coupling

circularly polarized laser

Fourier transform

effective terms

scalar chirality vector chilarity

Sato, Sasaki, TO, arXiv‘15

Zeeman term

Sato, Takayoshi, TO, arXiv’16 Takayoshi, Aoki, TO, PRB’14

Takayoshi, Sato, TO PRB‘14kitaev model

Sato, Takayoshi, TO, arXiv’16



Ultrafast spintronics (THz spin current generation)

Sato, Takayoshi, TO, arXiv’16

multiferroic

magnets

strong modulated circularly polarized field

cf) chiral plasmonic nanostructure

Schaferling, Dregely, Hentschel, Giessen PRX‘12 

proposed setup



Three examples

Floquet topological states

Ultrafast spintronics

Heterodye Hall effect



3. Heterodyne Hall Effect: Quantization of a Snake State

driving field 

(local oscillator)

Heterodyne (=frequency mixing) response

input signal

output signal

c.f) Floquet Chern insulator was characterized by 

TO, Bucciantini, in prep



3. Heterodyne Hall Effect: Quantization of a Snake State
TO, Bucciantini, in prep

H et erodyne H all E↵ect in a T wo D imensional Elect ron Gas

Takashi Oka1, 2 and Leda Bucciant ini1, 2

1Max Planck Insti tute for the Physics of Complex Systems,
Nöthnitzer Str . 38, D-01187, Dresden, Germany

2Max Planck Insti tute for Chemical Physics of Solids,
Nöthnitzer Str . 40, D-01187, Dresden, Germany

(Dated: June 26, 2016)

We study the hitherto un-addressed phenomenon of Quantum Hall E↵ect with a magnet ic and
elect ric field oscillat ing in t ime with resonant frequencies. This phenomenon realizes an example of
heterodyne device with the magnet ic field act ing as a driving and is analyzed in detail in it s classical
and quantum versions. A current flowing perpendicularly to the applied elect ric field is found, with
a frequency shifted by integer mult iples of the driving frequency. When the rat io of the cyclot ron
and driving frequency takes special values, the elect ron’s classical t rajectory forms a loop and the
e↵ect ive mass diverges, while in the quantum case we find an analogue of the Landau quant izat ion.
Keywords: Floquet theory, Quantum Hall E↵ect , heterodyne, Landau quant izat ion
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FIG. 1. (A) A heterodyne mixes the frequency ! of the input
signal with it s driving frequency ⌦. The output is a super-
posit ion of signals with frequencies ! + l⌦, l 2 Z. (B) Model
under study: an input elect ric field directed along y and a
magnet ic field oscillat ing in t ime along z, act ing on a two di-
mensional elect ron gas (2DEG): this yields an elect ric current
along x, with a frequency di↵erent from the one of the input
elect ric field.

Quantum Hall E↵ect (QHE) is one of the deepest phe-
nomena in condensed mat ter physics. When a stat ic elec-
t ric field is applied to a quantum Hall state, a Hall cur-
rent perpendicular to the field is induced, and their lin-
ear relat ion j x = σH Ey is given by the Hall conduct ivity

σH = e2

h
⌫1. In integer Quantum Hall E↵ect (IQHE), the

factor⌫isst rict ly an integer and wasrelated to a topolog-
ical index, the1st Chern number, by Thouless, Kohmoto,
Night ingale, and den Nijs2. The process is dissipat ionless
because the current is perpendicular to the field and no
Joule heat ing takes place.

Here, we report an extension of this concept to the
physically interest ing case when the magnet ic and elec-
t ric field are t ime dependent with resonant frequencies.

This realizes an exampleof heterodyne response, which is
an ubiquitous technique in today’s elect ronics with var-
ious usages such as high precision opt ical detect ion3–5.
Heterodyne(frequency mixer) isan elect ronic device that
mixes frequencies of oscillat ing signals through a nonlin-
ear process (Fig. 1A). It is periodically driven by a “ local
oscillator” with a frequency ⌦, and integer mult iples of ⌦
are added or subt racted to the frequency ! of the input
signal. In this Let ter, we will be interested in studying
a heterodyne system where the driving oscillator is the
magnet ic field while the input signal is an elect ric field
(Fig. 1B).

An important exampleof periodically driven systems is
the zero resistance state that occurs in a 2DEG driven by
microwaves in a semiconductor heterost ructure in weak
magnet ic fields6 (reviewed in ref.7). More recent ly, peri-
odically driven lat t ice systems are at t ract ing interest8–11

as a way to realize a topological Chern insulator12, which
was recent ly confirmed experimentally13,14. However, we
st ress that these examples focused on the response of
the system to a stat ic elect ric field, and the heterodyne
response st ill waits for detailed invest igat ion. In this Let -
ter, we set out to fill this gap and develop a theory for
heterodyne response by studying the conduct ivity of a
2DEG confined in the xy-plane subject to a z-directed
magnet ic field

Bz (t) = B cos⌦t, (1)

with an oscillat ing elect ric field (see Fig. 1B). We will
focus on the st rong non linear e↵ects int roduced when
the frequencies of the driving and of the elect ric field are
resonant , i.e. when ! = n⌦, n 2 N, and develop a theory
for this system at the classical and quantum level.

For a classical system, the heterodyne conduct ivity
σ

m ,n
ab , that we int roduce here, is a four index tensor im-

plicit ly defined by the linear relat ion that holds between
the elect ric current density j a(m⌦) of the output sig-
nal with frequency m⌦, flowing along the a-direct ion
(a, b = x, y, z) and the n-th component of the (weak)

H et erodyne H all E↵ect in a T wo Dimensional Elect ron Gas

Takashi Oka1, 2 and Leda Bucciant ini1, 2
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Nöthnitzer Str. 38, D-01187, Dresden, Germany

2Max Planck Institute for Chemical Physics of Solids,
Nöthnitzer Str. 40, D-01187, Dresden, Germany

(Dated: June 26, 2016)
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and quantum versions. A current flowing perpendicularly to the applied elect ric field is found, with
a frequency shifted by integer mult iples of the driving frequency. When the rat io of the cyclot ron
and driving frequency takes special values, the elect ron’s classical t rajectory forms a loop and the
e↵ect ive mass diverges, while in the quantum case we find an analogue of the Landau quant izat ion.
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FIG. 1. (A) A heterodyne mixes the frequency ! of the input
signal with its driving frequency ⌦. The output is a super-
posit ion of signals with frequencies ! + l⌦, l 2 Z. (B) Model
under study: an input elect ric field directed along y and a
magnet ic field oscillat ing in t ime along z, act ing on a two di-
mensional elect ron gas (2DEG): this yields an elect ric current
along x, with a frequency di↵erent from the one of the input
elect ric field.

Quantum Hall E↵ect (QHE) is one of the deepest phe-
nomena in condensed matter physics. When a stat ic elec-
t ric field is applied to a quantum Hall state, a Hall cur-
rent perpendicular to the field is induced, and their lin-
ear relat ion j x = σH Ey is given by the Hall conduct ivity

σH = e2

h
⌫1. In integer Quantum Hall E↵ect (IQHE), the

factor⌫isst rict ly an integer and wasrelated to a topolog-
ical index, the1st Chern number, by Thouless, Kohmoto,
Night ingale, and den Nijs2. Theprocess is dissipat ionless
because the current is perpendicular to the field and no
Joule heat ing takes place.

Here, we report an extension of this concept to the
physically interest ing case when the magnet ic and elec-
t ric field are t ime dependent with resonant frequencies.

This realizesan exampleof heterodyneresponse, which is
an ubiquitous technique in today’s electronics with var-
ious usages such as high precision opt ical detect ion3–5.
Heterodyne(frequency mixer) isan electronic device that
mixes frequencies of oscillat ing signals through a nonlin-
ear process (Fig. 1A). It is periodically driven by a “ local
oscillator” with a frequency⌦, and integer mult iples of ⌦
are added or subtracted to the frequency ! of the input
signal. In this Let ter, we will be interested in studying
a heterodyne system where the driving oscillator is the
magnet ic field while the input signal is an electric field
(Fig. 1B).

An important exampleof periodically driven systems is
the zero resistance state that occurs in a 2DEG driven by
microwaves in a semiconductor heterostructure in weak
magnet ic fields6 (reviewed in ref.7). More recent ly, peri-
odically driven lat t ice systems are at t ract ing interest8–11

as a way to realize a topological Chern insulator12, which
was recent ly confirmed experimentally13,14. However, we
stress that these examples focused on the response of
the system to a stat ic electric field, and the heterodyne
responsest ill waits for detailed invest igat ion. In this Let-
ter, we set out to fill this gap and develop a theory for
heterodyne response by studying the conduct ivity of a
2DEG confined in the xy-plane subject to a z-directed
magnet ic field

Bz (t) = B cos⌦t, (1)

with an oscillat ing electric field (see Fig. 1B). We will
focus on the strong non linear e↵ects int roduced when
the frequencies of the driving and of the electric field are
resonant, i.e. when ! = n⌦, n 2 N, and develop a theory
for this system at the classical and quantum level.

For a classical system, the heterodyne conduct ivity
σ

m ,n
ab , that we introduce here, is a four index tensor im-

plicit ly defined by the linear relat ion that holds between
the electric current density j a(m⌦) of the output sig-
nal with frequency m⌦, flowing along the a-direct ion
(a, b = x, y, z) and the n-th component of the (weak)

main result:

In 2D electron gas, subject to field , Landau-

quantization can take place, and the heterodyne Hall coefficient is

n: filling fraction

Q: numerical factor
*we don’t know if this is topological



”Snake-states” in oscillating magnetic field

wc/W=3.0

wc=qB/mec

6.0

5.0

cyclotron frequency

free motion with finite initial velocity  (t=0, E=0)

classical EOM

cf) J. E. Muller, PRL ‘92, “snake state in static nonuniform B”
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r=wc/W=2.40 8.665.52

Closed orbit for special ratios

a=1 a=2 a=3

r = wc/W



x=0

wire

current current

Quantum Heterodyne Hall Effect

ac-electric field

one electron



Husimi transformation

= driven Harmonic oscillator with an oscillating potential

(ii) Classical driven oscillator(i) Quantum oscillator without driving

Husimi (Taniuti) PTP ’53

solution

pseudo-energy

+



Wave function

wave packet center

motion of the center

wave packet

Mathieu eq. with a source



Floquet quasi-energy Spectrum 

Floquet energy of 

the undriven QHO effective mass

Landau quantization when

the effective mass diverges

r=1.89 5.07 8.22



Many-body state and heterodyne Hall effect

“Landau quantization”
motion of the wave packets



Many-body state and heterodyne Hall effect

“Landau quantization”
Total dc-current

LL filling



Mukai, et al. (K. Tanaka grp.) New J. Phys.’16

How to realize? THz metamaterial
enhancement factor of B

wire

current

1 Tesla, 1 THz



Conclusion

Floquet topological states

Ultrafast spintronics

Heterodye Hall effect
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FIG. 1. (A) A heterodyne mixes the frequency ! of the input
signal with it s driving frequency ⌦. The output is a super-
posit ion of signals with frequencies ! + l⌦, l 2 Z. (B) Model
under study: an input elect ric field directed along y and a
magnet ic field oscillat ing in t ime along z, act ing on a two di-
mensional elect ron gas (2DEG): this yields an elect ric current
along x, with a frequency di↵erent from the one of the input
elect ric field.

Quantum Hall E↵ect (QHE) is one of the deepest phe-
nomena in condensed mat ter physics. When a stat ic elec-
t ric field is applied to a quantum Hall state, a Hall cur-
rent perpendicular to the field is induced, and their lin-
ear relat ion j x = σH Ey is given by the Hall conduct ivity

σH = e2

h
⌫1. In integer Quantum Hall E↵ect (IQHE), the

factor⌫isst rict ly an integer and wasrelated to a topolog-
ical index, the1st Chern number, by Thouless, Kohmoto,
Night ingale, and den Nijs2. The process is dissipat ionless
because the current is perpendicular to the field and no
Joule heat ing takes place.

Here, we report an extension of this concept to the
physically interest ing case when the magnet ic and elec-
t ric field are t ime dependent with resonant frequencies.

This realizes an exampleof heterodyne response, which is
an ubiquitous technique in today’s elect ronics with var-
ious usages such as high precision opt ical detect ion3–5.
Heterodyne(frequency mixer) isan elect ronic device that
mixes frequencies of oscillat ing signals through a nonlin-
ear process (Fig. 1A). It is periodically driven by a “ local
oscillator” with a frequency ⌦, and integer mult iples of ⌦
are added or subt racted to the frequency ! of the input
signal. In this Let ter, we will be interested in studying
a heterodyne system where the driving oscillator is the
magnet ic field while the input signal is an elect ric field
(Fig. 1B).

An important exampleof periodically driven systems is
the zero resistance state that occurs in a 2DEG driven by
microwaves in a semiconductor heterost ructure in weak
magnet ic fields6 (reviewed in ref.7). More recent ly, peri-
odically driven lat t ice systems are at t ract ing interest8–11

as a way to realize a topological Chern insulator12, which
was recent ly confirmed experimentally13,14. However, we
st ress that these examples focused on the response of
the system to a stat ic elect ric field, and the heterodyne
response st ill waits for detailed invest igat ion. In this Let -
ter, we set out to fill this gap and develop a theory for
heterodyne response by studying the conduct ivity of a
2DEG confined in the xy-plane subject to a z-directed
magnet ic field

Bz (t) = B cos⌦t, (1)

with an oscillat ing elect ric field (see Fig. 1B). We will
focus on the st rong non linear e↵ects int roduced when
the frequencies of the driving and of the elect ric field are
resonant , i.e. when ! = n⌦, n 2 N, and develop a theory
for this system at the classical and quantum level.

For a classical system, the heterodyne conduct ivity
σ

m ,n
ab , that we int roduce here, is a four index tensor im-

plicit ly defined by the linear relat ion that holds between
the elect ric current density j a(m⌦) of the output sig-
nal with frequency m⌦, flowing along the a-direct ion
(a, b = x, y, z) and the n-th component of the (weak)

New states can be introduced by laser. 

Q1. Is this topological?

TKNN for heterodyne?

Q2. What happens with interaction?

Q3. Dirac materials?

Q1. We found resonant enhancement. 

How can we understand it? ESR?





Floquet quasi-energy

high-frequency expansion

Harmonic oscillator with a 

renormalized potential

(i) Quantum oscillator without driving



Mathieu’s differential equation with a source term

“snake state”: trajectory of the wave center

(ii) Classical driven oscillator



Spectrum 

r=1.89 5.07 8.22

7.454.301.15

Effective mass

flat band ~ usual QHE

ultra-light band
inverted band



Effect of electric fields

shift of ky momentum

deformation of spectrum

ac-field

flat band 

linear dispersion (finite     )

current (for LL filling N)

cf) integer QHE



Conclusion and outlook

x=0

wave packets

around x=0

wire

current current

2D electron gas

ac-electric field

wc=qB/mec

quantization condition (flat band condition)

Question: Effect of Coulomb interaction

Wigner crystal?  fractional QHE??



Conclusion

x=0

wave packets

around x=0

wire

current current

2D electron gas

ac-electric field

wc=qB/mec

quantization condition (flat band condition)

heterodyne:  ac-field is converted to dc-current  (rectification)



Many-body state

All electrons approaches the origin (x=0)

strongly interacting problem

degeneracy

r=1.89



x=0

wire

current current

with Leda Bucciantini (in progress)



What will happen?

x=0

wire

current current

2D electron gas

with Leda Bucciantini (in progress)



What will happen?

x=0

wc=qB/mec

wave packets

around x=0

quantization condition (flat band condition)

wire

current current

2D electron gas

with Leda Bucciantini (in progress)



What will happen?

x=0

wave packets

around x=0

wire

current current

2D electron gas

ac-electric field

wc=qB/mec

quantization condition (flat band condition)

heterodyne:  ac-field is converted to dc-current  (rectification)

with Leda Bucciantini (in progress)



What will happen?

x=0

wave packets

around x=0

wire

current current

2D electron gas

ac-electric field

wc=qB/mec

quantization condition (flat band condition)

heterodyne:  ac-field is converted to dc-current  (rectification)

with Leda Bucciantini (in progress)

Reason:

1. x-field and y-momentum is mixed

2. quantization condition 

quantization of the closed snake state



FTI

Mikami et al. PRB ‘16

Periodically driven Hubbard model (half-filling, honeycomb +CPL)

with local electron bath

MI MIMI MI

FTI FTIFTI FTI FTI

Nonequilibrium DMFT  Aoki, TO, et al. RMP ‘15

laser intensity (E/W)



Summary

Floquet topological states

Ultrafast spintronics

Heterodyning Hall effect

1. New states of matter in driven nonequilibrium systems

2. Plasmonic enhancement

Can we see quantum oscillation

when there is a Fermi surface?



Application to multiferroic quantum magnets

Zeeman magneto-optical coupling

circularly polarized laser

Fourier transform

effective terms

scalar chirality vector chilarity

Sato, Sasaki, TO, arXiv‘15

Sato, Takayoshi, TO, arXiv’16

Kitamura, TO in prep.
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Part II  Time-dependent gauge field

What happens in an oscillating magnetic field?

“Floquet-Landau quantization” 

and “dissipationless heterodyne Hall response”

with Leda Bucciantini (in progress)



Heterodyne  (frequency mixer)

cf) wikipedia



Mukai, et al. (Kyoto grp.) New J. Phys.’16

How to realize

enhancement factor of B

wire

current



What will happen?

x=0

wire

current current



What will happen?

x=0

wire

current current

2D electron gas



What will happen?

x=0

wc=qB/mec

wave packets

around x=0

quantization condition (flat band condition)

wire

current current

2D electron gas



What will happen?

x=0

wave packets

around x=0

wire

current current

2D electron gas

ac-electric field

wc=qB/mec

quantization condition (flat band condition)

heterodyne:  ac-field is converted to dc-current  (rectification)



”Snake-states” in oscillating magnetic field

TO, Bucciantini in progress

wc/W=3.0

wc=qB/mec

6.0

5.0

cyclotron frequency

free motion with finite initial velocity  (t=0, E=0)

classical EOM

cf) J. E. Muller, PRL ‘92, “snake state by static nonuniform B”



wc/W=3 65
(t=0.05, Ey=1)

motion in static E-field

conductivity



Periodic orbits

wc/W=2.41 8.665.52

(t=0.0, Ey=0)

(i) (iii)(ii)

winding per half cycle a=1 a=2 a=3
http://jeroenvanhonk.com/ozymandias-vs-ouroboros



Dissipationless heterodyning Hall current  (classical)

wc/W

=3

6

5



Quantum Hall effect
Classical periodic orbit

1st quantization

2nd quantization

Fractional QHE
Landau levels  +  disorder



Quantum charged particles in an oscillating magnetic fields
TO, Bucciantini in progress

= driven Harmonic oscillator with an oscillating potential

(ii) Classical driven oscillator(i) Quantum oscillator without driving

Husimi (Taniuti) PTP ’53
solution

pseudo-energy

+



Floquet quasi-energy

high-frequency expansion

Harmonic oscillator with a 

renormalized potential

(i) Quantum oscillator without driving



Mathieu’s differential equation with a source term

“snake state”: trajectory of the wave center

(ii) Classical driven oscillator



Spectrum 

r=1.89 5.07 8.22

7.454.301.15

Effective mass

flat band ~ usual QHE

ultra-light band
inverted band



Effect of electric fields

shift of ky momentum

deformation of spectrum

ac-field

flat band 

linear dispersion (finite     )

current (for LL filling N)

cf) integer QHE



Conclusion and outlook

x=0

wave packets

around x=0

wire

current current

2D electron gas

ac-electric field

wc=qB/mec

quantization condition (flat band condition)

Question: Effect of Coulomb interaction

Wigner crystal?  fractional QHE??



Conclusion

x=0

wave packets

around x=0

wire

current current

2D electron gas

ac-electric field

wc=qB/mec

quantization condition (flat band condition)

heterodyne:  ac-field is converted to dc-current  (rectification)



Many-body state

All electrons approaches the origin (x=0)

strongly interacting problem

degeneracy

r=1.89



Summary and future directions

2D particles in oscillating magnetic fields shows interesting behaviors

classical quantum

• Kubo formula for heterodyne conductivity

• Streda formula

• disorder (robustness)

• interaction (Fractional state?)



Effect of electric fields  1

Classical driven oscillator

shift of position

no effect in the current



Application to quantum magnets

S. Takayoshi 
(U-Tokyo→NIMS→U-Tokyo→U-Geneva)

M. Sato  (Aoyama Gakuin U.
→Japan Atomic Energy Agency)

 



Experiment using time resolved ARPES

No laser
Gedik (MIT) Science ‘13

circularly 
polarized laser

TO, Aoki ’09

surface Dirac state of a TI



Floquet spectrum: Dirac model + circularly polarized laser

??



Floquet spectrum: Dirac model + circularly polarized laser

time dependent Schrodinger equation

truncated at m=0,+1, -1 for display

coupling to AC field

Floquet theory



Floquet spectrum: Dirac model + circularly polarized laser

0-photon absorbed state

0-photon absorbed state

TO, Aoki 2009

kx



Floquet spectrum: Dirac model + circularly polarized laser

1-photon absorbed state

0-photon absorbed state

1-photon absorbed state

0-photon absorbed state

TO, Aoki 2009

kx



Floquet spectrum: Dirac model + circularly polarized laser

1-photon absorbed state

0-photon absorbed state

-1-photon absorbed state

1-photon absorbed state

0-photon absorbed state

-1-photon absorbed state

TO, Aoki 2009

kx



Floquet spectrum: Dirac model + circularly polarized laser

1-photon absorbed state

0-photon absorbed state

-1-photon absorbed state

1-photon absorbed state

0-photon absorbed state

-1-photon absorbed state

TO, Aoki 2009



Floquet spectrum: Dirac model + circularly polarized laser

1-photon absorbed state

0-photon absorbed state

-1-photon absorbed state

1-photon absorbed state

0-photon absorbed state

-1-photon absorbed state

TO, Aoki 2009

2k

Dirac gap 

near Dirac point



2k

Dynamical gap 

Dirac point

2D Dirac electron in circularly polarized laser

TO, Aoki ’09

Kitagawa, TO, Fu, Brataas, Demler ‘11

1st order

Wang, Gedik et al. (MIT)  Science’13

revealed by time-resolved ARPES 

Floquet topological insulator

80
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Other experiments



Photonic Floquet topological band

Use z-direction as the “time” axes

Realization in photonic crystals

Rechtsman et al. Nature ‘13

Haifa & Abbe center of photonics

82



Haldane’s Model of QHE 

without LL (1988)

local magnetic field f

AB-level offset m

ETH group, Nature ‘14

Drift measurement ~ conductivity

83



current status
non-interacting examples

thermalization (heats up to T=∞)

Floquet fractional Chern insulator

Floquet Weyl semimetal (2D to 3D)
R. Wang, et al. EPL ’14

(Ebihara-TO-Fukushima ’15), 

Grushin-Gomez-Leon-Neupert PRL ‘14 

superfluid-Mott transition
Eckardt-Weiss-Holthaus PRL ‘05 

many-body examples

No!

Lazarides-Das-Moessner, PRL ‘15

Floquet Chern insulator
TO-Aoki PRB’09 

no go theorem
Alessio-Rigol PRX’15 

No!

dynamical Cooper paring
Knap-Babadi-Rafael-Martin-Demler ‘15 

only valid for short time
Kuwahara-Mori-Saito ’15

Abanin

closed system

open system/ many-body
Floquet Landauer-Buttiker

(Moskalets-Buttiker ’02),  Kitagawa-TO-Brataas-Fu-Demler ‘11

Floquet Dynamical mean field theory
(Tsuji-TO-Aoki ’08), Mikami et al. ‘16

Holographic Floquet Weyl semimetal
Hashimoto-Kinoshita-Murata-TO in prep

Floquet master eq. (phonon)
Hossein-TO-Mitra ‘14, ’15

Hossein-Mitra ‘16



topological insulator (TI) to TI transitions

Haldane model

Phase diagram of laser induced topological state 

(C: Chern number = # of edge channels)
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Mikami et al. PRB ’16

Kundu, et al. PRL ‘14

laser intensity (E/W)


